DO THE Arc MEMBERSHIP SURVEY AND GO IN THE DRAW TO WIN

2 x IPAD MINIS
2 x GOPROS
5 x $100 GIFT CARDS

TO DO THE SURVEY AND ENTER VISIT arc.unsw.edu.au

FOR TERMS AND CONDITIONS VISIT arc.unsw.edu.au
Hi everyone,

UNSW is currently planning what the uni will look like for the next 10 years. Check out the ‘UNSW Green Paper’ website to provide feedback. This will shape your university over the next decade.

We have also received exciting news that UNSW has recently allocated more staff to the Counselling and Psychological service on campus.

The Board recently held its elections. I would like to congratulate Tom Morrisson on his re-election to Board, and congratulate and welcome Tina Zho and Roanize Kruger to the Board.

These elections mean my term as Director and Chair of the Board will come to an end in June. I would like to thank Arc’s staff and volunteers, and all students for the opportunity to represent them on the Arc Board. Thanks also to the wonderful Blitz team. I wish them and the new Chair the best.

Hang in there friends...

It’s W13 and we’re feeling it. We’ve rounded up the crème de la crème of distracting content for our last issue of the semester to keep your procrastinating at peak levels in this difficult time.

That’s right, organising your snacks and calling your granny are 115x more important than studying… they might even inspire that creative breakthrough you’ve been waiting for while patiently marathoning Game of Thrones.

Clamber out of that study cave and get stretching in preparation for some competitive pillow pummelling at the PY JAMA JAM End of Session Party.

Shout out to all of you for reading Blitz this semester. We’ll be seeing you on the other side of the killer break coming up. In the meantime get your Blitz fix at facebook.com/blitzmag.

EDS’ LETTER
From Annalise & Ophelia

Chair’s Letter
From Ben Heenan

UNSW is currently planning what the uni will look like for the next 10 years. Check out the ‘UNSW Green Paper’ website to provide feedback. This will shape your university over the next decade.

We have also received exciting news that UNSW has recently allocated more staff to the Counselling and Psychological service on campus.

The Board recently held its elections. I would like to congratulate Tom Morrisson on his re-election to Board, and congratulate and welcome Tina Zho and Roanize Kruger to the Board.

These elections mean my term as Director and Chair of the Board will come to an end in June. I would like to thank Arc’s staff and volunteers, and all students for the opportunity to represent them on the Arc Board. Thanks also to the wonderful Blitz team. I wish them and the new Chair the best.
It's ok to not be OK

We're here. Call us.

9385 4832

heretohear.arc.unsw.edu.au

Operating 9pm-7am every night during semester
Janelle Tai
Wrote What’s On Sydney on P20

What are you studying?
Media (PR and Advertising).

What will you be getting up to over the holidays?
Freezing to death in Melbourne.

Your best procrastination tactic?
Foraging the fridge for food, making random playlists and singing passionately, but badly, along to Broadway music on YouTube.

What have you learnt from Sem 1?
It’s impossible to get from lower to upper campus in 5 minutes.

What’s the biggest disaster you’ve had in the kitchen?
Boiling an egg. It was egg-splosive.

Uggs or socks?
Socks because you can wash them. But maybe I’m biased because I don’t have any Uggs.

What will you wear to the PY JAMA JAM End of Session Party?
My birthday suit. Nah, maybe a comfy hoodie and some shorts.

Swahnnya De Almeida
Wrote Recently In Science on P25

What are you studying?
Master of Teaching in Science.

What will you be getting up to over the holidays?
Spending my savings on gigs and brunch dates.

Your best procrastination tactic?
Baking ALL the things. Essay due? I have a sudden craving for homemade salted caramel cinnamon scrolls...

What have you learnt from Sem 1?
That I have procrastibaking down to a fine art.

What’s the biggest disaster you’ve had in the kitchen?
I’m constantly burning my fingers/arms because I’m just too keen.

Uggs or socks?
I love my crazy, patterned socks. In fact, I just bought 3 new pairs yesterday...whoops.

What will you wear to the PY JAMA JAM End of Session Party?
My dinosaur onesie. Rawr.

Charlotte Goodsir
Wrote Bitz and Pieces on P6

What are you studying?
Arts.

What will you be getting up to over the holidays?
Globetrotting, reading books that aren’t on the university curriculum and eating lots of gelato.

Your best procrastination tactic?
YouTube. Have you seen that video that teaches you how to massage a possum? Because I have and I can.

What have you learnt from Sem 1?
Coffee is important, bae is an acronym and in ancient Rome there were more brothels than bakeries.

What’s the biggest disaster you’ve had in the kitchen?
I tried to make my own coconut dairy free yogurt a few weeks ago.

Uggs or socks?
Socks. Preferably with the grippy stuff on the bottom.

What will you wear to the PY JAMA JAM End of Session Party?
I’ll iron my best nightie for it.

Ellen Quinn
Wrote Cheap A$$ Sydney on P20

What are you studying?
Psychology.

What will you be getting up to over the holidays?
Heading back to the UK and travelling around Europe.

Your best procrastination tactic?
Wine.

What have you learnt from Sem 1?
When it rains in Sydney, it really, really rains. And also that a year abroad goes by way too fast!

What’s the biggest disaster you’ve had in the kitchen?
I poured fish oil in a boiling pan instead of olive oil. The smell lingered for days.

Uggs or socks?
Socks – who pays $200 for slippers?

What will you wear to the PY JAMA JAM End of Session Party?
Unfortunately I’ll be on a plane back to London "cries".
**Book Nook**

*Sylvia Plath*  
*The Bell Jar*  

A girl in New York trying to find herself: revolutionary. But this actually is. It’s Sylvia Plath’s only novel and was initially published under the name Victoria Lucas. This semi-autobiography follows Esther and her friends though an internship at a women’s magazine. She is kicked out after an ‘incident’ and becomes alienated from the world around her. It is simple, ironic and very funny. This is the story of being lost and trying to figure out which road to take.

TW: This novel does include mental illness and depressive episodes, which are loosely based on Plath’s life.

**Overheard**

‘I went through this phase where I would only date white rappers...the last one I dated had the Nike symbol tattooed on his arse.’

**Random Factoids**

Even though almost equal numbers of men and women spend time in the ocean, no one knows why sharks seem to prefer to attack men. In fact, nearly 90% of shark attacks have happened to men.

In 1933, Mickey Mouse, an animated cartoon character, received 800,000 fan letters.

---

**Urban Dictionary**

**Barithmetic**

The math a younger girl does when she meets an older guy in a bar, where she finds how old she was when you were her age.

*I’m too old to meet women in bars anymore, I don’t need that barithmetic, making me feel older than I am!**
The Weekly with Charlie Pickering. He ditched Channel 10 and this is 387% better.

Lily Rose Depp. Those are some fine genetics you got there.

Ed Sheeran’s coming back. If only our bank accounts had recovered from his last tour.

The Ridiculous Six. Adam Sandler in a starring role. Enough said.

Splendour In The Grass. It sold out in less than 45 minutes and we’re devastated.

Niall Leonard. He’s the husband of the author of Fifty Shades and is writing a sequel. Quit while you’re ahead guys.

@rupikaur_ Poetry and drawing from a professional hugger.

Whale Facts
Whales are not made of goat juice.

Whale Facts
Whales don’t drop it like its hot.

UNSW Love Letters
#8743
To the 2nd year psychology girl with blonde tipped hair, you smell like roses everyday you walk past me. Lets boogie together at the next party 😊
1. Do your laundry
How can one possibly concentrate on writing 5000 words when piles of dirty clothes are gathering in every corner of your bedroom. Your favourite jeans are spotted with beer stains and there’s sweet chilli sauce on all your shirts. This all needs washing, drying, ironing and folding. Get to it! (Bonus points if you ring your grandma to ask how to wash woolens).

2. Call your grandparents
Old people have nothing to do besides buy cat food, go to Tuesday night Bingo and tell their old people friends about their grandchildren’s successes. So call up Nanna and give her something to brag about. Always knowledgeable, they will gladly take up your time. A bit of time now will always result in better birthday presents. Expect a sneaky $50 in your next birthday card.

3. Netflix
One word. Millions of opportunities. Crack open a tube of Pringles, snuggle down into your childhood blankie and worship the Lord Almighty Netflix. Praise be unto him for thy is the divine deliverer of all things great and binge-worthy. Forgive us for our blasphemous torrenting and allow us to witness your user-friendly HD TV viewing experience. Amen.

4. Post a funny status on Facebook
Your Facebook friends love two things. Reading funny status updates and watching friends fail at crafting funny status updates. Post a funny status on the social medias, include a pop cultural reference and desperately check in every 5 minutes to see how it’s fairing. Less than 10 likes in the first hour? Delete immediately! Anything under 25 likes is social suicide.
5. **Help a classmate doing the same assignment**

You’ve reached the hair pulling out stage. This assignment is trauma. Two heads are always better than one, especially when both heads are clueless and have no idea what the assignment is actually about. Message a classmate and see what they can offer. Discussions inevitably will lead to funny YouTube sharing. Bonus points if you message your class mate crush and get some banter going. Your caring supportive nature might even land you a date.

6. **Go buy snacks**

Your brain is going to need all the caffeine available to get you through this 5000-word disaster. Convince yourself this question can’t be completed on an empty stomach and proceed to go grocery shopping. The contents of your trolley must include eight tubes of Pringles, six packets of Tim Tams (family size) and at least four cartons of Red Bull.

7. **Make yourself a tea/Google the benefits of drinking tea**

Now that you’ve inhaled a family size brick of chocolate, it’s time to get serious and make a cup of calorie burning tea. Weight loss teas are all the rage on Instagram these days. Sure you haven’t done any cardio since Year 10 but that’s not to say a cup of green watery goodness won’t help you shed 5 kgs instantly. Make a tea, post on Insty. We all know you’re a health buff now.

8. **Log onto Moodle**

Now you’re getting serious. Logging on to any website with a UNSW logo has to be a productive step in the right direction… right?! However this move won’t get you any closer to finally writing that assignment. No, instead you’ll end up on the home pages of other courses and begin to slowly weep at the prospect of your exam period workload.

9. **Book mid semester holidays**

Oh look an advertisement on Facebook that says you can Contiki Europe for less than $1 per day. Wow, what an offer! Proceed to peruse numerous student travel websites and decide where you’re gonna go over the break. This will be short lived when you realise you don’t even have enough dosh to top up your Opal card.

10. **Become a Blitz contributor**

Maybe you’ve read this whole article cos you’re procrastinating. Maybe you’re thinking ‘Geez these Blitz guys sure are cool and knowledgeable… wish I could be as cool as them”. Well, become one of us! Procrastinate further by emailing us at blitzteam@arc.unsw.edu.au
Hurry as the offer ends 30 June 2015!

Find out more on Lenovo’s website:

www.lenovo.com.au

Terms and conditions apply.
Where did the name Allday come from?
When I was 16 ... I went into IGA to get snacks. It took me a long time to choose my Tiny Teddies and my friends started calling me Allday.

What’s been the highlight of your career so far?
Probably my album going #3 in Australia on debut. That was pretty weird. There’s been lots of cool things happen though so it’s hard to pick one moment. Selling out two tours last year. Playing some really big festivals. The last 12 months have been cool.

Is it hard to maintain a vegan diet while on the road?
It can be difficult to eat healthy and vegan, especially in rural areas. But as long as I can find a Woolworths I’m fine. We usually just get fruit and vegetables and eat them raw if we can’t find a restaurant.

You tweeted that you would get a pet swan if you ‘made it’. What would you name it?
I think I would name it Iverson after Allen Iverson (Ed. the American basketball player). I think if I had a daughter I would name her Iverson too.

What inspires your unique fashion sense?
I’m inspired by lots of cool people. I read a lot of magazines and go on Tumblr a lot. I think I try to dress like Alex Mack (Ed. from the TV show The Secret World of Alex Mack).

How many bucket hats do you have?
Zero at the moment. When I was into bucket hats I probably had 10. But I usually give my clothes away when I’ve worn them too much.

Why have you released some of your music as free downloads?
I hope that when I put out an album people want to support me and buy it. Whenever I can give them free music, I do. Hopefully I can continue to give away songs for free.

What’s your advice for students looking to start a musical career?
Don’t listen to your parents or your teachers, you can do whatever the f*** you want to do.

Allday smashed it last year with two songs in triple j’s Hottest 100, two sellout tours and his debut album, Startup Cult, premiering at #3 on the Aria Charts. Blitz chatted to the Aussie hip hop artist ahead of his performance at the Roundhouse on 13 June... and yep, you’ve already missed out on tickets.

What inspired your unique fashion sense?
I’m inspired by lots of cool people. I read a lot of magazines and go on Tumblr a lot. I think I try to dress like Alex Mack (Ed. from the TV show The Secret World of Alex Mack).

How many bucket hats do you have?
Zero at the moment. When I was into bucket hats I probably had 10. But I usually give my clothes away when I’ve worn them too much.

Why have you released some of your music as free downloads?
I hope that when I put out an album people want to support me and buy it. Whenever I can give them free music, I do. Hopefully I can continue to give away songs for free.

What’s your advice for students looking to start a musical career?
Don’t listen to your parents or your teachers, you can do whatever the f*** you want to do.

RAPID FIRE
Describe your music in three words:
Romantic rap songs.

Vinnies or markets?
Vinnies. Markets give me panic attacks.

Piercings or tattoos?
Shitty tattoos.

Going out or staying in?
I want to say staying in, but I never stay in.

Morning or night?
Night.
BAG RAID
PYJAMA JAM

Let’s face it... assessments are piling up and you haven’t changed out of your PJs in days. Blitz raided a sleepy student’s bag to bring you the ultimate slumbering accessories and just in time for the PYJAMA JAM End of Session Party at the Roundhouse.

Peter Alexander Men’s Sesame Faces Classic Pant, $69.95

It’s a vulnerable time of semester... flash back to your childhood with these pants from Peter Alexander.

Cotton On Home Boot Short in Beige, $19.95

These kicks will keep your feet snug while you dance the night away.

Glue Store The Winters Pom Pom Beanie in Grey, $39.99

It’s not a party without a pom pom.

Peter Alexander Sunny Side Up Mask, $9.95

Sneak one last nanna nap in your final tute of the semester so you’re well rested for a big one.

Target Popcorn Maker $5

There’s nothing better than kicking back in your PJs and munching on some popcorn. It’ll also make excellent food fight ammunition.

Type Calico Cushion in Mint Stripe, $24.99

Prep yourself for some pummelling with this pillow.

Vanishing Elephant Socks, $15

Put your party socks on... you know you’ll be in for a good night.

Peter Alexander Stripe Foootsie Hugger in Multi, $59.95

Yep... leggings with feet. Our prays have been answered.

Don’t miss the PYJAMA JAM End of Session Party at The Roundhouse on 4 June. Find out more at facebook.com/UNSWRoundhouse
**Alice**
International Studies

You're wearing:
A knit jumper with jeggings and short boots.

You in three words:
Quiet, careful and innovative.

Your most treasured possession:
My camera because I like photography.

Your fashion inspiration:
Japanese fashion when I was younger. Now I don’t really follow fashion statements. I still like Japanese fashion but I toned it down a bit.

---

**Harry**
Design (Spatial & Graphics)

You're wearing:
Acne Studio jumper and Versace pants.

You in three words:

Your most treasured possession:
Um... my dirty mind.

Your fashion inspiration:
Black, just the colour black.

---

**Shar**
Fine Arts

You're wearing:
A jacket from a market with planets on the shoulder and Birkenstock shoes. I pretty much just wear black all the time.

You in three words:
Coconut. Gypsy. Indecisive.

Your most treasured possession:
This is me being jokingly serious but actually serious... my memories are my most treasured possessions.

Your fashion inspiration:
I don’t know. I just wear whatever I like.

---

**Angus**
Chemical Engineering

You're wearing:
RVCA shirt, Levi’s vest and jeans and Converse.

You in three words:

Your most treasured possession:
My body board. I surf a lot.

Your fashion inspiration:
Pro surfers.
GOING AWAY
SAYS GENEVIEVE GAO

America, Europe, Africa... the possibilities are endless. Why see the same faces and go to the same places when the world is your oyster? Sure, hot chocolate and Netflix at home make a great recipe for comfort, but really, can that compare to sipping coffee while gazing at the Eiffel Tower, or watching a Broadway Show? I think not.

Not only are your travel options numerous, but the beauty of going away is that you get to experience the new ... we already know how much binge-watching of *Game of Thrones* you do.

This is your chance to go out of your comfort zone: jump from dizzying heights, binge on exotic food, even try your hand at a language other than English (or sarcasm). It's these kinds of things that allow you to enjoy life; now try and attempt this if you’re a couch potato or expert keyboard warrior.

STAYING HOME
SAYS SARAH SCHOFIELD

The true test of the mid year break is not how much you can do, but how much you can do on the coldest of cold wintery days when getting up to even go to the bathroom seems like a trip to Antarctica.

In a world where we have ready access to Netflix and hot chocolate, why on earth would you book yourself expensive flights to far off places where you can hardly understand two words? Don’t waste that precious moolah...

It’s cold. Burrow under that magically warm duvet with thick socks and pyjamas, and work out a way to get food and hot liquids brought to you (and then let me know how you did it). You don’t have to go to uni – there’s no lectures, no tutes, no labs. We crave this freedom to lie back and sleep away the cold all semester, so why fight those feelings in the mid year break? Join me in hibernating for the mid year break. Believe me, on a cold day, where would you really rather be – with people, or in pyjamas?
HOW TO CRAM
BY MEGAN BAEHNISCH

MAKE FLASH CARDS
Believe it or not, flash cards are incredibly useful for helping you remember those tricky facts like what year someone did what or the name of that guy that discovered that. Especially good for multiple choice tests, pull them out at the bus stop or coffee line until you have them all absolutely mastered.

TALK ABOUT IT
When you feel you can’t read another word, find someone to talk to about it. Quiz your classmates, chat with your BFF, or even take your roommate hostage and tell them every random fact about that case study. You will remember something better if you teach it to someone else so spread the love… maybe you can help someone else get a few extra marks as well.

SCAVENGE NOTES FROM YOUR CLASSMATES
Those of us that are smart make notes each week, but for us crammers the trick is to beg and borrow notes from anyone and everyone. It could mean buying a coffee for the quiet kid who sits at the front of every lecture. It could mean spending an evening photocopying those handy revision pages at the end of each chapter from textbooks in the library. Whatever it takes, get the goods to study an entire semester the night before that 50% exam.

#SOCIAL STALKER
BY AMMARAH TASNEEM

Bollards of UNSW
@bollardsofunsw
Yes, someone has finally heard their voice and given the bollards you see around campus an internet platform. At first sight, they might look like metal fingers with stuck-on googly eyes, but after hearing them speak about everything – from the hottest TV show Game of Traffic Cones to the juicy goings on at the UNSW Bollard’s Union – it’s impossible not to be a fan.

Baracks Dubs
@baracksdubs
Struggle to stay awake through political speeches? Baracks Dubs creator Fadi Saleh has come up with the ultimate solution – editing and remixing Barack Obama’s speeches to the latest requested tunes. Yes, hearing Obama sing Uptown Funk and Call Me Maybe is guaranteed to spike your interest in US politics.

POPSUGAR Fashion
@popsugarfashion
SUGAR Fashion is a channel managed by POPSUGAR Australia and features how-to, lookbook videos. After following their genius accessorising tips on ten different ways to dress an item, you can wear the same shirt through the week, guilt free. We know you weren’t planning on doing your laundry anyway…

BLITZ MAG 15
**UNSW BAND COMP**

**PRIZES INCLUDE**
- A recording session with Damien Gerard Studios
- Represent UNSW at the National Campus Finals
- Guaranteed paid sets at UNSW Roundhouse events

**UNSWROUNDHOUSE.COM**

**ENTER NOW**

**ENTRIES CLOSE**
30 JULY

**WATCH EPISODE 4 AT**

sport.arc.unsw.edu.au
**Student Cookbook Launch**

You know what’s great? Food. You know what’s really great? FREE FOOD

Yes. Free food. The Roundhouse is hosting the official l(a)unch of the 2015 Student Cookbook. The cookbook is completely dished up by UNSW students, focusing on budget meals and sustainable produce that will make you feel as stuffed as a Christmas turkey. The theme this year is: ‘Food for Faculty’ so whatever your major, there’ll be a dish for you.

Some of UNSW’s best student chefs will be raisin the roof on June 3rd at 11am with dishes that walnut fail to disappoint your Masterchef educated palettes. It’s a grape chance to meat some chefs that are diversifying our tastebuds.

It’s kind of a big dill so you better be there. You’ll get your very own copy of the Student Cookbook. You donut want to miss an event like this. But if you do you can pick up a copy of this delicious little book at Arc reception and take your thyme reading though these super recipes. Give them a fry yourself!

**Where:** Roundhouse  
**When:** 11am-1pm 3 June  
**Price:** free  
**MORE INFO:** facebook.com/ArcUNSW  
**Verdict:** Egg-cellent

---

**State of Origin**

**Game Two**

6PM WED 17 JUNE ROUNDHOUSE  
NSW JERSEY GIVEAWAY  
2 BIG SCREENS WITH A STADIUM ATMOSPHERE!  
FREE BBQ · HEAPS OF FREEBIES · TRIVIA

---

**PYJAMA JAM End of Session Party: SOLD OUT**

Ever start getting ready for a party and think: ‘I just can’t be bothered’? Well with this one you won’t have to. The time for elaborate zombie makeup and ruined bedsheets is long gone – we’re talking trackies, Ugg boots and those too-big polka-dot PJs.

Amble down to the Roundhouse in ultimate comfort, whether it be in that dinosaur onesie you secretly dance in at home, or those slippers hidden under your bed (who said you need dancing shoes?) Those merciless pillow fights will quickly be in full swing, and you won’t want to miss out on the action. If you want to embrace your inner sloth instead, watch from the sidelines while enjoying a nightcap with your mates.

This is the party where looking like you just rolled out of bed will score you points.

**Where:** Roundhouse  
**When:** 8pm onwards, 4 June  
**Price:** $10 (+ Booking fee)  
**MORE INFO:** facebook.com/unswroundhouse  
**Verdict:** Party in comfort

---

**By Charlotte Goodsir**

---

**By Genevieve Gao**
**WEEK 13**

**MON**

$6 Banana Bread and Coffee  
8-11am  
@ The White House  
Make like a monkey and go bananas for this start of the week brekky special.

$14 Wrap and Draught Beer  
11am onwards  
@ The White House  
Guaranteed to be a better wrap than the latest 2 Chainz song.

Education Collective Meeting  
12pm  
@ Arc Reception (Arc Precinct, off Basser Steps)

Campus Bible Study Talk  
1-2pm  
@ M18, Chemical Sciences

Women’s Collective Meeting  
1-2pm  
@ Women’s Room (Arc Precinct, off Basser Steps)

$8 Cocktails  
2pm onwards  
@ The White House  
Get your last week off to a fruity start.

Free Ping Pong  
2-8pm  
@ Roundhouse  
Have you got what it takes? Get sweaty at Ping Pong.

Happy Hour  
4-5pm  
@ Roundhouse  
The countdown has begun… five days until the end of semester and it’s time to celebrate.

Free Trivia  
5pm  
@ Roundhouse  
What does the A in DNA stand for?

Queer Collective Meeting  
4-6pm  
@ Queerspace, Chemical Sciences, 9.21

Solo Performance Making: Event 1  
7-8.30pm  
@ Io Myers Studio  
Don’t miss contemporary solo performance pieces developed by theatre students throughout Sem 1

**TUE**

$7 Breakfast Wrap  
8-11am  
@ The White House  
All the best breakfast bits to get your day off to a killer start.

$15 Pizza and Draught  
11am onwards  
@ The White House  
Mid year break will feel that much closer with the ultimate lunch special.

**Bike-ology**  
12-2pm  
@ TKC Balcony (Outside Arc Reception, off Basser Steps)  
Oil your chain and pick up some bike tips at the Bike-ology workshop.

Tea Society Gathering  
12-2pm  
@ Colombo House Foyer  
It’s tea time! Sip on a cuppa with friends.

$10 Jugs of Sangria  
12pm onwards  
@ The White House  
Grab some amigos and share a jug of sweet, sweet, fruity goodness.

Free Bingo  
1pm  
@ Roundhouse  
Come on lucky number 54…

People of Colour Collective Meeting  
1-2pm  
@ Arc Reception (Arc Precinct, off Basser Steps)

Happy Hour  
4-5pm  
@ Roundhouse  
Everyone’s favourite hour. Drink to that last tute of the semester with friends.

UNSW Policy Society Meeting  
6pm  
@ Main Library  
Discuss an area of policy at the Policy Society’s weekly meeting. More details are available at facebook.com/unswpolicy.

Free Poker  
5pm  
@ Roundhouse  
Try out your best p-p-p-poker face.

**WED**

$8 Omelette and Hash Brown  
8-11am  
@ The White House  
You’ll definitely be jumping out of bed for this breakfast special.

$11 Pasta and Wine  
11am onwards  
@ The White House  
Mamma mia! Get that fork swirling into this delicious lunch.

$6 Glass of Premium Wine  
11am onwards  
@ The White House  
Give up the goon and get a little fancy with this drinks special.

Enviro Collective Meeting  
12-1pm  
@ Arc Reception (Arc Precinct, off Basser Steps)

Free Giant Games  
1pm  
@ The White House  
Watch out when the giant Jenga blocks fall.

Double Happy Hour  
4-7pm  
@ Roundhouse  
You made it through hump day and the last week of sem is almost over. Have double the fun.

Filmsoc Screening: *El Mariachi*  
6pm  
@ Webster 327  
Don't miss this American action film.

Free Open Mic Night  
7pm  
@ The White House  
Come on… we know you have some T Swizz songs up your sleeve.

Solo Performance Making: Event 2  
7-8.30pm  
@ Io Myers Studio  
Don’t miss contemporary solo performance pieces developed by Theatre students throughout Sem 1.

**STUDENT COOKBOOK LAUNCH PARTY**  
11am-1pm  
@ Roundhouse  
Come along and feast on the tasty recipes that made it into the 2015 Student Cookbook.
THU  JUN 4

$9 Pancakes and Coffee
8-11am
@ The White House
Breakfast is the most important meal of the day so dig into this delicious stack of a meal.

$13 Calamari and Draught
11am onwards
@ The White House
Get your fork ready to defend this lunch special because your friends will be fighting for a bite.

Women’s Collective Meeting
12-1pm
@ Women’s Room (Arc Precinct, off Basser Steps)

Bike-ology
12-2pm
@ TKC Balcony (Outside Arc Reception, off Basser Steps)
Break out into Queen as you pedal over to the Bike-ology workshop.

Campus Bible Study Talk
1-2pm
@ Electrical Engineering, G25

Education Collective Meeting
1pm
@ Arc Reception (Arc Precinct, off Basser Steps)

Enviro Collective Meeting
2-3pm
@ Arc Reception (Arc Precinct, off Basser Steps)

Queer Collective Meeting
2-4pm
@ Queerspace, Chemical Sciences, 9.21

Happy Hour
4-5pm
@ Roundhouse
With all those end of sem assignments staring you in the eye you’ve earned a drink.

$7 Pints of Cider
5pm onwards
@ The White House
Finally beer-haters can enjoy some apple-y goodness without breaking the bank.

PYJAMA JAM PARTY: SOLD OUT
8pm onwards
@ Roundhouse
Get yo’ fleece on at the ultimate pyjama party to end semester.

FRI  JUN 5

$7 Egg and Bacon Roll and Coffee
8-11am
@ The White House
Guaranteed: a full belly and tomato sauce down your jumper.

Women of Colour Collective Meeting
10-11am
@ Arc Reception (Arc Precinct, off Basser Steps)

$14 Fish and Chips and Draught
11am onwards
@ The White House
What better way to get excited for the holidays than with some gold old fashioned fish and chips and a cold bevvi.

$6.40 Boutique Beer
2pm onwards
@ The White House
Try not to get foam in your mo as you channel your inner hipster and enjoy some boutique bevvies.

Double Happy Hour
5-7pm
@ Roundhouse
It’s the end of W13 and celebratory drinks are definitely in order.

Free DJ Set
6.30pm onwards
@ The White House
We bet you’re so excited about holidays you could just dance… and what better place than at the White House?

Video Projects: Sydney 2020
7-8.30pm
@ Fig Tree Theatre
Catch films created entirely by students throughout Sem 1. Their focus this year is Lo Fi Sci-Fi projects.

Move 15: Mid Year Dance Show
7.30-9pm
@ Io Myers Studio
This is a presentation of class work choreographed by lecturers and students throughout the semester.
**The Color Run Night Sydney**

Itching to try something new that doesn’t include going into the deep, dark and weird side of YouTube? The first ever ‘Color Run Night’ Sydney is guaranteed to add some fun to your night. You will find yourself running around the city in glow-in-the-dark paint. No, you’re not a crazy lunatic if you’re joined by thousands of other crazy lunatics.

You don’t need to be an athlete, heck you don’t even need to be able to run. The ‘Color Run Night’ invites everyone to join in the fun of being splattered with paint all the way to the finish line, and it doesn’t matter when or how you get there. Work those Uptown Funk moves or do the can-can, because anything goes along this five km course. Just save some of those moves for an all night boogie at the Finish Festival.

If you can’t get enough of the paint, there will be massive bursts of glow powder strewn at the audience to create a vivid visual effect.

Take a night off to exercise in style. Believe me, we could all use some fun as a stress reliever before the exam panic kicks in.

**Where:** The Domain, Art Gallery Rd  
**When:** 6pm onwards, 6 June  
**Price:** $74 (individual) or $69 (team of 4+ people)  
**More Info:** thecolorrun.com.au/night/sydney/  
**Verdict:** A colourful experience

---

**BLACKTOWN DRIVE-IN**

**Where:** Cricketers Arms Rd, Blacktown  
**When:** 5.30pm onwards, everyday  
**Cost:** $10 per person  

Belt out your best rendition of *Grease* and spend a night at the drive-in. You can enjoy all the latest flicks from the comfort of your car and for a lower price than going to a regular cinema.

---

**BAREFOOT YOGA**

**Where:** 17 Oxford Street, Paddington  
**When:** 6am-9pm weekdays, 8am-6pm weekends  
**Cost:** Donation  
**More Info:** barefootyoga.com.au

What better way to relax then to head to Paddington for an hour or two of mediation? This studio welcomes a range of ages and abilities. Attend the fast paced Vinyasa class or a slow, more relaxing Hatha session – all for just a small donation of your choice. Perfect for exam stress and tight budgets.

**STRETCH**

---

**WATCH**

---
What makes Shack Tutoring a unique program?
It is the only program at UNSW that allows volunteers to directly engage high school and primary school students through weekly tutoring sessions. Each volunteer truly makes a difference for the students they tutor.

How did you become involved?
I was flicking through Blitz during a lecture and saw that they were recruiting tutors. I had a few hours spare each week so I signed up. What followed was your twisted cliché love story: boy meets program, boy falls in love with program and then takes it to the next level i.e. coordinating.

What do you enjoy most about your role?
There are a range of things that I enjoy including: bringing fresh ideas to the program, knowing that I’m making a difference for those involved (students and volunteers) and sharing the great experiences I’ve had with a new group of volunteers. I enjoy observing the fun and rewarding experiences gained by the volunteers when tutoring their students.

What’s the most rewarding thing about working with high school students?
Hearing from their parents that they walk out of each tutoring session learning something new. Also being able to mentor your student and share anecdotes of your experiences in high school.

What is the most challenging part of volunteering?
Being asked challenging questions from students or having to tutor a subject the volunteer may have less expertise in. Regardless, volunteers are equipped with the skills necessary to deal with these challenges when they arise.

What advice would you give to students wanting to volunteer with Shack Tutoring?
Ask yourself why you really want to be involved, and then express this in the application form. Students who apply for Shack Tutoring should also be competent in tutoring a particular high school subject.

What’s your best tutoring tip?
Make each lesson fun for yourself and the student even if the subject is boring. I reward my student with jellybeans if they answer the questions correctly … although this means I have less for myself.

What do you do if a student asks you a question you can’t answer?
Be honest. There’s nothing worse than lying to your student and trying to make up an answer.

You help high school students with their studies. What advice would you give to UNSW students drowning in assignments right now?
Try to make studying fun and engaging. Rewarding yourself for accomplishing a certain task can increase productivity levels. Also setting realistic goals is important.

Find out more about Arc volunteering at arc.unsw.edu.au/get-involved
Do you use drugs when you’re out?

Researchers from the National Drug and Alcohol Research Centre would like to speak to people who take drugs when they are out. Face to face interviews will be conducted between April and May. The interview takes around one hour and is held at a convenient location for you. Interviews are anonymous and confidential. Human Research Ethics Code No: HC15015.

You will be reimbursed $40 for your time.

Contact Gavin on (02) 9385 0161, email nswedrs@unsw.edu.au or SMS details to 0450 090 156

(you do not have to use your real name)
**Liberal Arts**

Josh Radnor (the annoying Ted from *How I Met Your Mother*) has gotten all jaded from working in New York City. He goes back to his alma mater in Ohio and finds that he really wants to stay there, and not just because he gets to hook up with Elizabeth Olsen. He spends most of the film looking back on his days at college as the best days of his life. Guess what? You’re at uni NOW. This movie will remind you that it is sad and pathetic to wander around campus when you’re 40 wishing that you’d studied when you were 20.

**Legally Blonde**

Reese Witherspoon struts around Harvard Law School wearing pink, carrying a Chihuahua and reminding everyone that there’s more than one way to be smart. Let’s face it – if Elle Woods can get into Harvard Law, then you can pass a few stupid UNSW exams. *Legally Blonde* also reminds us that it’s okay to change your major, it’s okay to fall for your tutor and it’s okay to think outside the box. Make sure you rewatch the studying montage at the beginning and the graduation scene at the end. That’s inspirational stuff.

**The Perfect Score**

Six high school seniors break into the Princeton Testing Centre so they can steal the answers to their upcoming SAT tests and get perfect scores. It’s mildly funny, but also pretty depressing because it reminds you that kids are pretty stupid – if they’d put half as much thought into studying as they put into their heist, they might have passed the SATs on their own. This film will remind you that there are worse things to do than study, like trying to steal test answers and having to watch this movie.

**Accepted**

A high school burnout is beginning to feel decidedly rejected after every single college he applies to turns him down. Together with his dumb friends, he creates a fake college to attend to appease his parents and impress the chick he’s crushing on. The film pretends to question the legitimacy of education, but really just wants to party with slapstick humour and jokes that only frat boys will find funny. *Accepted* inspires you to pass your exams and stay in uni so that you don’t end up as stupid as the characters in this film.

**Stand and Deliver**

This film tells the unlikely story of one inspirational teacher that takes a class full of losers and dropouts and transforms them into a class of students that are able to pass a stupidly tough calculus exam that 2% of students nationwide pass. Watch this film and remember that if struggling losers can pass the hardest test ever, then you can pass whatever exam you have tomorrow.
BOOST MOBILE

$20 ULTRA™

THE BEST GIG OF YOUR LIFE

1GB UP TO 30 DAYS

+ BONUS 500MB EVERY SUNDAY

+ UNLTD TEXT 100MINS TALK

TO STANDARD NATIONAL NUMBERS!, ALL WITHIN AUSTRALIA CALLS CHARGED PER MINUTE

NEVER STOP PLAYING™

Things you need to know: All for use in Australia within 90 days. *Recharge inclusions expire on next recharge or recharge expiry date, whichever is earlier. †Boost Mobile $20 ULTRA™ offer excludes some use such as: talk/text/MMS to international, satellite, premium numbers (e.g. 19xx numbers), operator assisted calls (most 12xx numbers), diverted calls, content charges and all use overseas. Data is charged per KB. ‡Included calls are charged per minute & rounded up to the next minute. §Bonus Sunday Data: Boost Mobile customers with an active $20 ULTRA™ recharge will receive 500MB of Data for use each Sunday from 12:00am AEST until 11:59pm AEST. If you use all of your Bonus Sunday Data Inclusion before 11:59pm AEST on a Sunday you will automatically return to using the standard data inclusion of your active $20 ULTRA™ recharge. Bonus Sunday Data is charged per KB and does not roll over to the next Sunday. Bonus Sunday Data and $20 ULTRA™ are for personal use only & the Telstra FairPlay™ Policy applies. Boost uses 3G on the Telstra Mobile Network. Service provided by Telstra Corporation Ltd, ABN 53 061 776 566. For further terms & conditions refer to boost.com.au
Does gaming improve your brain power?

All those hours spent playing GTA instead of writing your essay could actually be paying off. A study has found that expert Action Video Gamers (AVGs) have superior levels of cognitive function compared to amateurs. Brain scans showed more connections in the left half of the brain associated with logic and problem solving. Don’t worry, that extra gaming session was totally helping you ace your assessment.

Fantastic Mr Fox

It’s not quite Rocket Raccoon, but a local video from the highly radioactive Chernobyl exclusion zone of a fox carefully putting together a five-decker bacon sandwich has gone viral. Apart from its impressive culinary skills, the fox also helps flag some serious health and food supply issues for animals in the area. Could the heavy radiation be affecting them in strange and unexplainable ways?

A breakthrough for blood transfusions

Did you know that 107 million blood transfusions are made worldwide every year? Finally, scientists from the University of British Columbia have created an enzyme that can successfully modify blood types A and B into the universal type O, spelling a potential breakthrough for the medical field in meeting massive blood demand.

QBracelet, $78

The QBracelet is a bangle design that looks good and charges your phone when it’s running out of battery. This super cool statement piece can give you about 60% battery and get you through the day. It’s like that afternoon pick-me-up for your phone.

Sprout Pencil Herb Pack, $25

Want to start your own mini herb garden from your pencil case? Scientists have come up with pencils that, when planted, can grow into your favourite herbs or even a small tomato plant. Not only is this sustainable, but you can brag about being someone that still uses pencils.

1 Voice Beanie, $59

What more do you need? This beanie with wireless headphones will keep your ears toasty warm whilst listening to your favourite tunes *cough* One Direction *cough*. Available in a range of colours this beanie is the only hat you need. Seriously… put that fedora away.
D2MG stands for Dance, DJ, MC and Graffiti. What led you guys to form a multi-genre group?
What we wanted to do is spread the love and knowledge of hip hop culture, both on campus and throughout Sydney. Dance (breaking), DJ, MC and Graffiti are the four elements of hip hop (not the only four) that helped put our name together and bring people together.

Who makes up D2MG?
Heaps of street dancers and people really into hip hop culture. We do have a few MCs who can spit some bars, some artists who know their way around a spray can and a few students who have learnt some DJ basics. And even though we are an Arc club, we do have members from TAFE, other universities and even from the general public.

You formed back in 2002. What do you think has changed since then in terms of your goals?
Back in 2002 hip hop wasn’t as commercialised. Since then the dance society on campus has grown, especially the street dance community. Students meet up and practising outside the Tyree Building on campus almost every day – shout out to the Tyree Crew!

You run a huge range of weekly dance classes on campus called D2Classes. How skilled does one have to be to attend?
All our D2Classes are catered to absolute beginners, so as long as you make sure the teacher knows you’re new, they’ll get you grooving to the beat in no time. Classes are held at The Dance Studio, Arc Precinct (off Basser Steps).

Tell us a bit about your crew?
Our crew caters more for members with some experience in street dance. We try to build on their experiences and expose them to different styles which they can incorporate into their own freestyle.

What has been D2MG’s highlight as a society and crew so far this year?
Unification Day. A dance studio in the city, called Crossover, held an event which united all the street dance university societies from Sydney and Newcastle. It was a friendly, inter-uni competition which had members of our society turn up, represent and show support.

How did you guys go?
We ended up retaining our championship! It was an awesome turn out, fun vibe and just overall great supportive community.

What’s the best thing about being part of D2MG?
You join a community of people with similar interests who push you to do the best you can, even if it isn’t hip hop related. It can be hard to find people you can talk to for hours about what you can do with a spray can or how one day you’ll be able to do an air flare (Ed: an air flair is a breakdancing move).

Katie Rorison caught up with D2MG, to learn some moves and find out about the largest hip hop society in NSW.

D2MG

Rapid Fire
Dancing barefoot or in sneakers?
Sneakers.

Mp3’s or vinyl records?
Vinyl.

Favourite Emoji?
Red 100 Emoji.

Red or green frogs?
Red.

Check out more from D2MG at facebook.com/d2mg.hiphop.unsw and youtube.com/D2MGUNSW
Maddy Wilcox-Kerr

Blitz tracked down UNSW Science and Arts student, Maddy Wilcox-Kerr, to find out about studying abroad at University Gajda Mada with ACICIS in Jogyakarta, Indonesia.

Why Jogyakarta for exchange?
I've always had an interest in Indonesia, and I wanted to improve my language skills. Jogyakarta is the cultural capital of Indonesia and is located in Central Java, so it's easy to travel around the rest of Indonesia during my study breaks.

What is ACICIS?
It stands for Australian Consortium for in-country Indonesian Studies. It provides opportunities for students to immerse themselves into a different country and culture, providing support and help through the entire process.

What's been your favourite tourist activity?
Climbing Gunung Merapi. It's one of the most active volcanoes in Indonesia. It last erupted in 2010, and it was fascinating yet harrowing to see the path of destruction left by the lava flow as it decimated villages and farms.

What's the craziest thing you've gotten up to while abroad?
We were on our way to the remote island of Karimunjawa and somehow there was a misunderstanding with the departure time of our boat. We arrived at the port of a rural fishing village at 11pm and had to wait 7 hours on plastic chairs whilst it was bucketing down outside.

What's the weirdest food you've eaten?
Gudeg – it's a traditional Javanese sweet, made from unripe jackfruit boiled with palm sugar and coconut milk.

What surprised you about Jogyakarta?
The friendliness of the locals. It's so easy to make friends here. I have never felt so welcome in a city before. My entire neighborhood watches out for me, and the housekeeper in my dorm has become my second mum.

What's the biggest challenge you've faced while on exchange?
My curfew (jam malam). I am living in an all-girls student dormitory right next to campus. Because a lot of the families that send their kids to university are very conservative most of the dorms have curfews imposed. I have to be home every night before 10pm or I am locked out.

How's your Bahasa Indonesian?
I would say it's improved immensely. I believe that there is no better way to learn how to speak, write or read in another language than to force yourself to do it every day.

What are your tips for students wanting to go on exchange?
Don't have any expectations and you will have an awesome time. Try not to plan everything and just go with the flow. In a country like Indonesia patience is essential and is a major factor in determining whether you enjoy your experience or not.

RAPID FIRE

Mie Goreng or Nasi Goreng?
Nasi Goreng.

Volcanoes or islands?
Volcanoes.

Favourite Bahasa Indonesian word?
Nongkrong (Ed. This means: ‘talking about nothing important’).

Do you own Batik (traditional dress)?
Yep, I need it for any formal occasion I attend over here.

Keen to go on exchange? Check out student.unsw.edu.au/exchange for more info.
BEST PICS OF SEM ONE...
BEACH HOUSE PARTY, FESTIVAL OF SPORT, ZOMBIE PROM, TOGA PARTY
**Testament of Youth**

**Directed by James Kent**

Testament of Youth is based on Vera Brittain’s WWI memoir; it took fifteen years to write, so painful were her memories. It’s a stunning, searing look at the futility of war; an epic that explores young lives cut short and the agony of those left behind.

James Kent’s first feature is a behind-the-scenes view of the war that marked the beginning of a new era and the end of innocence, exploring the tide of enthusiasm and peer pressure that drove young British men to enlist.

It paints a striking picture of life before the war, when Vera (Alicia Vikander) and Roland (Kit Harrington from Game of Thrones) dream of studying at Oxford. The romance between them is chaste, which is refreshing in a post-Fifty Shades world. It’s the cinematography that is intimate – the tap of a finger or the quiver of a lip is worth a thousand words.

At over two hours long, the film may overstay its welcome, delivering blow after emotional blow until the audience is left bereft of hope. But the talent of the leads, the magnificence of the camerawork and the agonising honesty behind the screenplay combine to make Testament of Youth a must-see film.

BY YAELE BRENDER

---

**NOS4A2**

**Written by Joe Hill**

When your father is Stephen King and you decide to follow him in both vocation and genre, the comparisons are impossible to avoid – or live up to. But with Joe Hill’s NOS4A2 (pronounced Nosferatu), he seems to welcome the unkind comparisons, hell bent on proving that he can use the classic tropes and conventions his father has spent a lifetime setting down to create stories uniquely his own. The results aren't perfect, but it delivers a hell of a spine-tingling read.

The story’s antagonist is Charlie Manx, a vampiric child predator who takes children for rides to a twisted and magical place called Christmasland. After being foiled by a teenage girl with her own supernatural gifts he returns decades later seeking revenge.

Hill invests everything in NOS4A2 with an undercurrent of dread, from the twisted landscapes of Manx’s Christmasland to the unsettling presence of his True Children, the victims who have succumbed to his supernatural influence and become his loyal children. All this creates a delightful atmosphere of horror and unease that is sure to leave you feeling jittery in the best possible way.

BY ALLAN CHEN

---

**The Positions**

**By Gang of Youths**

Few could have predicted just how quickly local Sydney four-piece Gang of Youths have blazed onto the music scene, with their debut indie-rock album The Positions cracking number five on the ARIA Album Charts in April.

The 10 song concept album features striking lyrics that take you on an unexpected, deeply emotional journey as the lead singer, Dave Le’aupepe, narrates his real-life experiences of love and heartbreak in a tumultuous four year relationship with his terminally ill girlfriend. The majority of songs are a lengthy six to seven minutes, yet each one is carefully crafted to engage you in what is possibly one of the best examples of aural poetry this year. Dave even references Yeats as one of his primary song-writing influences.

The guitar-driven songs, floating synth and unpredictable melodies are uncannily upbeat in Vital Signs, providing an unsettling contrast to the lyrics. The latter half of the album turns to the intense vocals of Magnolia, and the melancholic piano riffs of Knuckles White Dry highlight the honest notes of pain in Dave’s voice. Ending on the soaring Radioface and beautifully nostalgic Overpass, Gang of Youths reminds us that ultimately, this album is really about finding hope amongst the chaos.

BY SWAHHNYA DE ALMEIDA
For someone who is a huge fan of the internationally acclaimed British drama *Downton Abbey*, Season 5 started with a bang but ended on a rushed and lacklustre note. While the writing and acting intrigued, this season leaned more on funereal than frivolous.

So what’s in store? Beginning in the early months of 1924, the aristocratic Crawley family are threatened by the newly elected Labour Government while the lower and middle classes shower in victory. Other significant storylines include Lady Mary Crawley’s secret affair with Lord Gillingham, the encroachment of progress including a newfangled device called ‘radio’, an exiled Russian Prince who is more than just a friend and a good old fashioned whodunit case between the Bates.

While it was a pleasure to watch Maggie Smith deliver her pucker mouthed aphorisms, I couldn’t help but question how far the whodunit story between the Bates could be stretched because clearly it’s nail chewing misery. Retrospectively, Season 5 had the scandal, heartbreak and betrayal *Downton Abbey* is famous for but at times it was panache, slightly predictable and some of the storylines lacked punch.

BY RACHEL LUI

---

**Free to a Good Home**

*By Michael Hing & Ben Jenkins*

Rated as the best Australian podcast by SBS Comedy, Sydney comedians Michael Hing (triple j, Project 52) and Ben Jenkins (*The Checkout, Story Club*) team up to take you through the week’s classified advertisements, finding treasures that make you swear you’ve reached the end of the internet.

With a shiny new guest comedian joining them every week this podcast will brighten up your Mondays and put a smile on your dial. With guests such as Tom Ballard, The Axis of Awesome and Ronny Chieng it’s like a free comedy show.

From haunted swords sold by old ladies to taxidermy mice dressed as *Breaking Bad* characters, the FTAGH Team find the weirdest things people have tried to sell this week. If you’re into the internet, laughing and niche jokes this podcast is for you!

BY CHARLOTTE GOODSIR

---

**The Script**

*Allphones Arena*

The lights dimmed, the music started playing but there was no one on stage. Next minute, the Irish boys we know as The Script were marching through the audience to their anthem *Paint the Town Green*, waving illuminated green flags. The crowd worshipped Danny’s every word, laughed at Mark’s jokes and danced along to the beat of Glen’s drumming. Playing songs from each of their albums, there was something for fans both new and old.

Halfway through, they disappeared off the main stage and reappeared on a smaller stage at the back of the arena so the kids in the back could get a front row view of the cheeky trio. During their tune, *The Man Who Can’t Be Moved*, they paused to soak up the scene and take in the atmosphere.

Then, they disappeared again. Only for Danny to appear amongst the crowd with a Go-Pro, with one girl getting a kiss so close to the lips every fan in the room was jealous as hell. We danced, we laughed, we sang until they came back for a four-song encore, eventually leaving the crowd in a haze of love and streamers.

BY EMILIE SHARP
As Easy As (Shepherd’s) Pie

RECIPE AND PHOTO BY JOHANNA HAGENAUER

INGREDIENTS

1 tbsp of butter or olive oil
1 red or white onion
1 garlic glove
Leftover vegetables – I used ½ bulb of fennel and a few brown mushrooms
½ can of tomatoes
½ cup of beef stock
1 tsp dijon mustard
1 tsp each of dried paprika, thyme and rosemary
Some fresh or frozen parsley
400g mince (I used a mix of pork and beef)
Salt and pepper, to taste
3-4 cups of pre-made mash – I used a mix of celeriac root and pumpkin mash
100g of goat’s feta cheese

DIRECTIONS

1. Heat the butter or oil over medium heat in a frying pan.
2. Chop the garlic, onion and other vegetables and put them into the pan.
3. After 5 minutes add the mince and cook until browned.
4. Add the tomatoes, stock, mustard, all spices and herbs and simmer for about 25 minutes.
5. Season to taste. Transfer the mixture into an ovenproof dish.
6. Top with a 2-3 cm layer of mash, crumble the feta on top and add freshly ground pepper.
7. Bake the pie for about 20 minutes at 180°C or 200°C fan-forced.

To make this dish paleo simply opt for oil instead of butter and omit the goat’s feta.

Find more of Johanna’s recipes on her website thriftywholesome.com and Instagram @thrifty_wholesome
**JOBS & OPPS**

**Contribute to UNSWeetened**
Do you drink black coffee and write poetry in your spare? Submit your creative writing for Arc’s Literary Journal UNSWeetened and it will not only be judged by some amazing writers but will also earn you some serious hipster bragging rights. Find out more at facebook.com/ArcUNSW

**Volunteer Sem 2**
Arc volunteering could have you planting seeds, volunteering overseas, oiling bike chains or even helping students do their taxes… and all while earning precious AHEGS to set you apart from other graduates. Applications for Arc volunteering in Sem 2 are open. Find out more at arc.unsw.edu.au/get-involved

**Coordinate Global Village**
Do you think travelling overseas with mates and helping a developing community sounds like the ultimate volunteer experience? Get paid to lead a team of student volunteers as the coordinator of Global Village. Find out more at jobs.arc.unsw.edu.au

---

**NUMBERRLINK**

Instructions:
Connect identical numbers with a continuous path. Paths must go through the centre of a cell horizontally or vertically and never go through the same cell twice. Paths cannot cross, branch off, or go through other numbered cells. Every unnumbered square must contain

```
  1  6  4  
  |   |   |   |
  7   |   5 |
  |   |   |
  2   4   6 |
  |   |   |   |
  |   |   |
  3   1  2  
  |   |   |
  |   |   |
  3   1  2  
  |   |   |
  |   |   |
  3   1  2  
  |   |   |
  |   |   |
```
JOIN Arc TODAY

EXCLUSIVE MEMBER GIVEAWAYS

WIN 1 OF 5 X IN-SEASON DOUBLE PASSES* AMY

From the team behind acclaimed documentary Senna, comes this insightful and moving portrait of iconic singer/songwriter Amy Winehouse. A pop star with soul; Amy’s rare musical ability made her a star, while her chaotic personal life stole headlines. With rare interviews and never-before-seen archival footage, Amy takes us behind the headlines to reveal a prodigiously talented young woman whose life ended far too soon. With this film, the world will fall in love with the real Amy Winehouse and her music all over again.

*Valued at $40 each

WIN 1 OF 2 DOUBLE PASSES TO SYDNEY’S NEWEST OUTDOOR CHALLENGE – WILD ROPES

The wildest views of Sydney come to life on Sydney’s newest sky high adventure, Wild Ropes. Challenge yourself as you take on obstacles, cross suspension bridges and soar through the trees on zip lines all while taking in spectacular views of Sydney’s most iconic sites like Sydney Harbour, the Opera House and the Harbour Bridge.

Eagle-eyed adventurers may even spot kangaroos, emus, wallabies or even a koala as they climb over the Taronga Zoo Australian Walkabout exhibit.

The ultimate aerial adventure, Wild Ropes is a must do Sydney activity. Open daily from 9:30am. Located at Taronga Zoo, Sydney. Terms and conditions of entry apply.

EMAIL YOUR STUDENT NUMBER TO comps@arc.unsw.edu.au WITH ‘AMY’ OR ‘WILD ROPES’ IN THE SUBJECT LINE TO BE IN THE DRAW TO WIN.

SEE WEBSITE FOR THE FULL LIST AND TERMS & CONDITIONS arc.unsw.edu.au

WHEN YOU JOIN Arc YOU GET ALL THESE AWESOME DISCOUNTS AND MORE. DON’T FORGET TO SHOW YOUR Arc STICKER.

EXCLUSIVE MEMBERS DISCOUNTS

Mamak Village UNSW
See in store for monthly special exclusive to Arc members

Masks HQ MASKSHQ.COM.AU
20% off store wide. Enter the code ‘arcmember20’ at the checkout and your student ID number in the Customer Notes area on www.MasksHQ.com.au

Niji Sushi Bar KINGSFORD
10% off total bill

Wild Life Sydney Zoo DARLING HARBOUR
Buy a single adult ticket and get a second one for free

Southern Wok UNSW
Purchase any meal above $8, and receive a bottle of water for only $1.50

TieHQ TIEHQ.COM.AU
20% discount when purchasing any item from TieHQ.com.au

SEE WEBSITE FOR THE FULL LIST AND TERMS & CONDITIONS arc.unsw.edu.au/benefits
Katie
Mechanical Engineering

How do you tackle exams?
Try to stay focused for as long as possible. Take breaks when I need to so I don’t burn out.

What’s your dream holiday location?
Being here actually, I’m here on exchange and it’s been amazing so far.

Describe your best PJs:
I used to have these footsie pyjamas that I was way too old to be wearing but my friends thought it was funny.

Emily
Actuarial Studies/Commerce

What’s your best procrastination tactic?
Online shopping.

What do you need to survive an all-nighter?
Water… I wouldn’t say coffee because water keeps me hydrated.

What’s your dream holiday location?
Hawaii, I’m so keen for the sun and beach!

Describe your best PJs:
I don’t wear PJs.

Neal
Science

How do you tackle exams?
I don’t usually get stressed out that much because I try and study as early as possible.

What will you do when you finish exams?
My laundry.

What’s your dream holiday location?
The holiday I took last time. It was in California and I worked as a skiing instructor. I skied for 80 days in one season.

Sam
University Preparation Program in Arts

What’s your best procrastination tactic?
Playing my guitar.

How do you tackle exams?
Going completely absent-minded and not thinking about it until a couple of hours before the exam.

What’s your dream holiday location?
Canada. I love the climate and scenery.

Joe
Computer Engineering

What’s your best procrastination tactic?
I play video games.

How do you tackle exams?
My exams are lab exams so I don’t need to memorise things.

What’s your dream holiday location?
Travel around the world and go to Europe, Asia, or the States.

Michelle
Engineering/Arts

How do you tackle exams?
Study early.

What do you need to survive an all-nighter?
Tea.

What’s your dream holiday location?
New Caledonia.

Describe your best PJs:
All of my pyjamas are from Peter Alexander.
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